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G. DANIEL COHEN 

Remembering Post-War Displaced Persons 
From Omission to Resurrection 

Among the many illusions shattered by World War II was the idea that the proper place 
for citizens is within the territory of their state. The millions of displaced persons 
found by the Allies in 1945 (an unprecedented case of mass displaeement on the Euro
pean continent) provided a vivid illustration of this new possibility. If the liberation of 
Europe announced a long awaited return to at least partial normaley, it also plunged 
the continent into a chaos of population movements. The magnitude of post-hostil
ities displacement did not come as a total surprise to the Western liberators. As early 
as Oetober 1939, Franklin D. Roosevelt predieted that »when this ghastly war ends, 
there may be not one million but ten million or twenty million men, women and chil
dren belonging to many races [ ... J who will enter into the wide picture - the problem 
of the human refugee«l. Similarly, wartime British antieipations foresaw a dramatie 
»movement of people larger than any that history has seen in the modern time«2. Par
ticularly sensitive to refugee problems and their significance for the modern world, 
Hannah Arendt was another voiee warning of unprecedented upheaval. The end of the 
war in Europe, Arendt wrote in April 1945, »will not automatieally return thirty to 
forty million exiles to their hornes«; instead, she estimated, »a very large proportion 
will regard repatriation as deportation and will insist on retaining their statelessness«3. 
As rightly predicted, between ten to twenty millions European eivilians found them
selves on the move in the spring and summer of 1945, although five to six millions were 
already repatriated horne by the fall. In Germany, former soldiers, slave labourers and 
concentration camp survivors emerging from captivity formed a heterogeneous mass 
of displaced persons, initially a military expression eneompassing all the civilians 
encountered in combat areas by advancing Allies armies4

• The displaced persons, in 
short, turned out to be one of the most prominent groups spawned by the aftermath 
of the war. From a few months to a few years, millions of individuals in Europe were 
categorised by the abbreviated Anglo-Saxon neologism DP. 

A fact commonly overlooked in the historiography of post-war Europe is the sud
den reversal of power relations provoked by the appearance of displaced persons on 
German soil. As Atina Grossmann observed, post-war Germany unexpeetedly became 

1 Quoted in Herbert EMERSON, Postwar Problems ofRefugees, in: Foreign Affairs 21 (1943) pp. 211-218. 
2 Kenneth G. BRoOles, The Re-Establishment of Displaced Persons, in: When Hostilities Cease, London 

1944 (Papers on Relief and Reconstruction Prepared For the Fabian Society), pp. 99-123. 
3 Hannah ARENDT, The Stateless People, in: Comemporary Jewish Record 8 (1945) pp. 137-153. 
4 Maleolm PROUDFOOT, Anglo-American Displaced Persons Program for Germany and Austria, in: The 

American journal of economies and sociology 6 (1946) pp. 33-54. 
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»the unlikely, unloved and reluctant host to hundreds of thousand of its former vic
tims«5. Another oft-overlooked consequence of the emergence ofDPs as a distinct cat
egory of migrants is the creation of an extra territorial refugee world in the he art of oc
cupied Germany. Although the system of refugee camps and assembly centres 
stretched from the Danish border to the outskirts of Rome, it was in occupied Ger
many that a large »refugee nation« was shaped by Western techniques of population 
management. Breaking away from the interwar refugee definitions, new criteria and 
screening methods were perfected in the three Allied zones of occupation, with im
portant consequences for asylum seekers in the West and for the governance of refugee 
camps in the world since 1945. Since the experience of Displaced Persons heavily 
weighed upon the 1951 Geneva Convention on Refugees, it has been correcdy argued 
that »the modern institution of asylum is rooted in political geographies of displaced 
populations during World War II«6. 

Surprisingly however, this post-war DP moment has received brief attention in 
general surveys of European migration. For instance, Klaus J. Bade's »Migration in 
European History« (2003) only dedicates a few lines to the roughly 11 million dis
placed persons of post-war Germany, and concentrates instead on ethnic German ex
pellees from Eastern Europe (the other large group of displaced European civilians 
coexisting with DPs after 1945). Leslie Page Moch's »Moving Europeans« (1992, 
2003) points out that mass displacement »shaped the peacetime lives of western 
Europeans« and still »resonates in the human experience«, yet only devotes a para
graph to DPS7. Dirk Hoerder's »Cultures in Contact« (2002), a history of world 
migration, stands here as an exception. In this work, Hoerder situates the displaced 
persons experience into aglobai continuum of flight, expulsion and migration on the 
Northern Hemisphere since the 1920s8• 

This historiographical tendency to place the refugee crisis of the 1940s beyond the 
traditional pale of European migration his tory has not always been the norm. The sig
nificance of D Ps was amply obvious to migration scholars in the 1940s and 1950s. For 
instance, Eugen Kulisher's »Europe on the Move« (1948), or Jacques Vernant's »The 
Refugee in the Post-World War« (1953) provided rich and useful data on displaced per
sons and refugee policies in the context of the early Cold War9• Yet this literature, often 
produced by former field workers and international civil servants - a whole new dass 
of people who came to be trained as refugee experts in occupied Germany - unex
pectedly contributed to the disappearance of DPs from the radar of subsequent mi-

5 Atina GROSSMANN, Victirns, Villains, and Survivors: Gendered Perceptions and Self-Perceptions of 
Jewish Displaced persons in Occupied Post-War Gerrnany, in: Journal of the History of Sexuality 11 
(2002) pp. 291-318. 

6 Jennifer HYNDMAN, Managing Displacement. Refugees and the Politics of Humanitarianism, Min
neapolis 2000 (Borderlines, 16), p. 7. 

7 Klaus J. BADE, Migration in European History, Maiden, Oxford 2003 (The Making of Europe), 
pp. 213-216; Leslie Page MOCH, Moving Europeans. Migration in Western Europe since 1650, Bloorn
ington 2003 (Interdisciplinary Studies in History), p. 171. 

8 Dirk HOERDER, Cultures in Contact. World Migration in the Second Millennium, Durham 2002 (Corn
parative and international working-class history), pp. 478-479. 

9 Eugen KULISHER, Europe on the Move. War and Population Changes 1917-1947, New York 1948; 
Jacques VERNANT, The Refugee in the Post-War World, New Haven 1953. 
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gration scholarship. For Cold War authors, the management of displaced persons was 
primarily a humanitarian success achieved despite dire budgetary and material condi
tions; in their eyes, the resettlement of DPs in various parts of the »free world«, facili
tated by the International Refugee Organization (1947-1952), brought successful 
closure to one of the most daunting political and humanitarian challenges of the Cold 
Warte. It is only after 1989 that scholars set out to revive this episode as a crucial mile
stone in the making of the post-war world. Displaced persons, they have argued, were 
not only outcomes of World War II nor geopolitical pawns in the Cold War; from a 
migration point of view, they also served as guinea-pigs for post-war »refugee know
ledge«, European labour recruitment schemes and above all, the administration of 
political asylum in the West!!. 

This »DP lull« in migration historiography from the 1950s to the 1990s, however, 
was only one aspect of the broader disappearance of displaced persons from the scope 
of public memory. In Europe, Israel, the United States and the Soviet bloc, DPs con
stituted an absentee category throughout most of the post-war years. This article seeks 
to interrogate the absence and the eviction of displaced persons from the »frames of 
remembrance« (to use Maurice Halbwach's famous concept) that have structured col
lective memories ofWorld War II and its aftermath. In a second part, I will discuss the 
reasons underlying the resurrection of »DP memory« - both scholarly and public - in 
the course of the last fifteen years. 

I. DISPLACED PERSONS 
OBJECTS OF POLIeIES OR SUBJECTS OF HISTORY? 

Assembled in the hermetic world of refugee camps scattered throughout Germany, dis
placed persons formed an aggregate of various national and ethnic groups. After the 
end of the relief and repatriation operations carried out in 1945-1946 under the aegis 
of UNRRA (during which the number of DPs in Germany dramatically dwindled), 
the so-called last million of permanent refugees fell under the »care and maintenance« 
of the International Refugee Organization (IRO), a modern type agency with strong 
expertise in field work!2. In Germany, the IRO was in charge of nearly a million 
refugees composed of Poles, Jews, Ukrainian and Baltic people who refused or were 
simply unable to return horne. Many factors accounted for this refusal: for Jews, the 
resurgence of antisemitism in Poland and adesire to divorce Europe; for Baltic and 
Ukrainian DPs, the fear of Soviet retribution and the persistence of strong nationalist 

10 Louise HOLBORN, The International Refugee Organization. A Specialized Agency of the United Na
tions: Its History and Work 1946-1952, London 1956; John George STOESSINGER, The Refugee and the 
World Community, Minneapolis 1956. 

11 Kim SOLO MON, Refugees in the Cold War: Towards a New International Refugee Regime in the Early 
Postwar Era, Lund 1991; Liisa H. MALKKI, Refugees and Exile: From Refugee Studies to the National 
Order of Things, in: Annual Review of Anthropology 24 (1995) pp. 495-523; Daniel COHEN, Naissance 
d'une nation: les personnes deplacees de I'apres-guerre 1945-1951, in: Geneses 38 (2000) pp. 56-78. 

12 UNRRA stands for United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency (1943-1947). 
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feelings; for Poles, anti-communism as well as straightforward economic motives; and 
for a11, the continuation of a century-old East-West migration trend. 

This heterogeneity of backgrounds and motivations shows that the DPs were a 
group hardly reducible to national, ethnic or political categorisations. Nonetheless, 
so me contemporary observers such as the N ew Yorker journalist J anet Flanner, viewed 
DPs as a community of fate bound together by the experience of violence: »Some of 
them have smelled their families burning in crematories, ( ... ) some have been beaten 
as slaves, some have been tattooed with serial numbers. Almost all of them have not 
only survived their frightful experience, but have physically recovered«\3. Yet beyond 
these common characteristics of victimhood, a specific DP collective identity failed to 
emerge. This fact did not escape the attention of sociologist Edward Shils, who in 1946 
conducted field research on displacement and identity in post-war Germany: '"there 
was no community among the displaced persons such as ultimately developed among 
prisoners of war«14. If a11 DPs certainly viewed themselves as victims, their identity was 
first and foremost articulated in exclusive national terms. The spatial organisation of 
DP camps along ethno-nationallines reinforced the fragmented nature of DP identity. 
Touring Germany, the same Janet Flanner reported in 1948 that »in order to maintain 
pe ace and cut down the number of fist fights, the IRO tries to arrange matters so that 
each camp houses only one religion or nationality«15. Far from being .understood as 
segregation, the regroupment of DPs by nationalities was perceived as a form of pro
tection fostering national identity. A Holocaust survivor remembering his days in the 
FeldafingJewish DP camp summarised the benefits drawn from this isolation: ,.1 feit 
free, without fe ar - freed from Po land, and from the concentration camp«16. 

Since DPs lived in a secluded national environment, their common identity was 
merely institutional. As the historian WolfgangJacobmeyer has argued, »it is very im
portant to keep in mi nd that »DP« is an administrative and co11ective term which hard
Iy describes any particular features of the displaced group« 17. As countless publications 
and testimonies indicate, refugees overwhelmingly resented their categorisation as 
DPs. Viewed as a misleading euphemism downplaying their identity of political or 
racial refugees, »DP« was often derided as a bureaucratic serial number«18. DP status 

13 Janet FUNNER, Letter frorn Aschaffenburg, in: The New Yorker, 30 Ocrober 1948. 
14 Edward A. SHILS, Social and Psychological Aspects of Displacement and Repatriation, in: Journal of 

50cial Issues 2-3 (1946) pp. 3-18. Recent research has challenged this view. See for instance Volodyrnyr 
Ku LYK, The Role of Discourse in the Construction of an Ernigre Community: Ukrainian Displaced Per
sons in Gerrnany and Austria after the Second World War, in: Rainer OHLIGER, Karen SCHÖNWÄLDER, 
Triadafilos TRIADAFILOPOULOS (eds), European Encounters: Migrants, Migration and European Soci
eties since 1945, Aldershot 2003, pp. 213-237. 

15 FUNNER, Letter hom Aschaffenburg (see note 13). 
16 Cited by Mark WYMAN, DPs: Europe's Displaced Persons 1945-1951, Ithaca 1998, p. 135. 
17 Wolfgang JACOBMEYER, The Displaced Persons Problem: Repatriation and Resettlernent, in: Johannes

Dieter STEINERT, Inge WEBER-NEWTH (eds), European Immigrants in Britain 1933-1950, Munich 2003, 
pp. 137-150. 

18 A poem written by a refugee and entitled the »The DP's Song of the Songs« clearly illustrates this point: 
»Would you please excuse me / That I nothing know / I arn only a number / In the long IRO row«. See 
Eduard BAKIS, The So-Called DP Apathy of Germany's DP camps, in: H.B.M. MURPHY, Flight and Re
settlement, Paris 1955, p. 87. See also H.G ADLER, Aufzeichnungen einer displaced person, in: Merkur 
6 (1952) pp. 1040-1049. 
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was therefore not internalised as a distinctive identity, not in the 1940s and hardly since 
then. One historian who conducted oral interviews with former DPs in the Uni ted 
States arrived at the following conclusion: »This was my first tip-off to a fundamental 
fact of the displaced persons experience: they were not, and are not, proud of their clas
sification as DPS«19. A trans national denomination, the term DP only abstractly de
fined the members of the post-war refugee nation shaped by standardised Western ad
ministrative and humanitarian policies. »They had been placed und er the guardians hip 
of administrations, however well-meant«, stated WolfgangJacobmeyer; »and this pro
vided for the fact that DPs were permanently object of policies, rather than subjects 
of history«20. 

This absence of collective identity - and lack of historical agency - helps us under
stand why DPs, and with them, the memory of the DP years, almost entirely disap
peared from the radar of public memory after the closing of nearly all DP camps in 
1952. Recent historiography of the remembrance of World War 11 in Europe has 
stressed the social nature of the production of memory. Following Maurice Halb
wachs's well-known arguments about the social underpinnings of collective memory, 
Pieter Lagrou and Annette Wieviorka, to name a few examples, have shown how spe
cific memories of the war period were spawned by facilitating groups engaged in fierce 
competition for visibility: war veterans, former re si sters, returning POW s, labour con
scripts, political and racial deportees all vied for recognition, commemoration and in
tegration in national narratives after 194521 . This approach, however, could hardly fit 
the history of displaced persons. Even in the United States, which took in the largest 
number (400,000 DPs overall), DPs never formed a coherent group seeking to com
memorate their migration experience or to enhance their particular status. As opposed 
to other groups of war victims, the DPs never evolved into autonomous producers of 
memory. »Why should not the DP experience have produced loyalties as profound as 
those of wartime?«, wondered the historian Mark Wyman, who throughout his in
vestigation had learned of only one marginal group dedicated to DP memorialisation: 
»there seems to be no organisational equivalent of the multitude of war veterans' and 
concentration camp veterans' groups«22. 

Rather than fully disappearing, however, DP identity overlapped with more oper
ational categories. While still in Germany, Jewish DPs named themselves the Surviv
ing Remnant to describe their extraordinary fate. For them, »DP« came to symbolise 
a struggle for both personal and collective regeneration, as weIl as a transitory period 
leading to their final separation from the European continent23

• With a self-perception 
of Holocaust survivors more than displaced migrants, Jewish DPs entered organisa-

19 Mark WYMAN, On the Trail of the Displaced Persons: Sources, Problems, Dangers, Opportunities, in: 
Spectrum (Immigration History Research Center, University of Minnesota) 6 (1994) pp. 19-25. 

20 ]ACOBMEYER, The Displaced Persons Problem (see note 17), p. 147. 
21 Pieter LAGROU, The Legacy of Occupation: Patriotic Memory and National Recovery in Western 

Europe 1945-1965, Cambridge 2000; Annette WIEVIORKA, Deportation et genocide. Entre la memoire 
etl'oubli, Paris 1992. 

22 WYMAN, DPs: Europe's Displaced Persons (see note 16), p. 2. 
23 Zeev MANKOWITZ, Life Between Memory and Hope. The Survivors of the Holocaust in Occupied Ger

many, Carnbridge 2002 (Studies in the Socia! and Cultura! History of Modern Warfare). 
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tions such as the Federation of Jewish Vietims of the Nazi Regime in the United States 
or the Surviving Remnant Societies in IsraeF4. Non-Jewish Eastern Europeans DPs 
also appropriated other identities as they merged with older immigration networks. 
For instanee, Polish DPs joined the already established Polish-Ameriean diaspora or 
associated themselves with the Polish Coneentration Camp Assoeiation25. The same 
process occurred in Canada: although there were marked differenees between earlier 
Ukrainian migrants and the mid-20th centuryvietims ofStalinism and Nazism, Ukrain
ian DPs were eventually absorbed into the ranks of the Ukrainian-Canadian commu
nity, albeit not without tensions between old-timers and neweomers26. For their part, 
DPs from the Baltie states annexed by the Soviet Union shifted their colleetive iden
tity from DPs to »nation in exile« as they strove for national and cultural preservation 
away from their oecupied homelands27. This anti-Soviet sentiment was not only a 
Baltie peeuliarity. For Poles, Ukrainians and Eastern European refugees in general, 
antieommunism (just as Zionism in the case of Jews) offered a more dynamie alterna
tive to the passivity and a-historieal dimension embedded in the DP denomination. 

This voluntary relegation of DP identity to the years of refugee life in Germany in 
favour of new group definitions was aecompanied by a foreeful eviction of displaeed 
persons from national histories. In the Soviet bloe, DPs were framed as traitors and 
faseists who shunned retribution and/or the duties of post-war reconstruetion at 
horne. The exeision of DPs from the polity and historieal memory of Soviet-dominated 
Eastern Europe, reminiscent of the denationalisation of White Russians in the 1920s, 
was one of the earliest manifestations of the Cold War. As the fate of the DPs was being 
discussed on the international area, Soviet bloc representatives forcefully insisted on 
the alien nature of displaeed persons in Communist nations28• These »undemoeratie 
elements« were also branded as war eriminals by the Soviets, sinee numerous Baltie 
and Ukrainian DPs had served in the »Waffen SS« and were now accepted as political 
refugees in the United States and the UK29. It is only after 1989 that Eastern European 
DPs were to be reintegrated into post-eommunist soeieties. As Mark Wyman found 
out, »by the mid -1990s, many top positions in business, government and aeademie life 
in the former Soviet satellites were oeeupied by men and women who had onee been 
displaeed persons«30. 

In the State of Israel, Jewish DPs were the target of politieal and historieal appro
priation. As reeent post-Zionist scholarship has shown, Jewish DPs served a project 
of reseue and nation building. In early Israeli historiography and publie memory, DPs 

24 Hannah YABLONKA, Survivors of the Holocaust. Israel after the War, New York 1999; Tom SEGEV, The 
Seventh Million: The Israelis and the Holocaust, New York 1993. 

25 AnnaJARoszYNsKA-KIRcHMANN, The Polish Post-War Diaspora: An Agenda for a New Millennium, 
in: Polish American Studies 57-2 (2000) pp. 45-66. 

26 Lubomyr Y. LuclUK, Searching For Place. Ukrainian Displaced Persons, Canada, and the Migration of 
Memory, Toronto 2000. 

27 Laura HILTON, Prisoners of Peace: Rebuilding Community, Identity and Nationality in Displaced per
sons Camps in Germany, 1945-52, Ph.D. thesis, Ohio State University 2001. 

28 United Nations, Economic and Social Council, Documents of the Special Committee for Refugees and 
Displaced Persons, E/Ref.l. 

29 David CESARANI, Justice Delayed: How Britain Became aRefuge for War Criminals, London 2000. 
30 WYMAN, DPs: Europe's Displaced persons (see note 16), p. 1. 
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were only remembered in the context of the dandestine immigration campaign (the 
Brih'a or covert transfer of eighty thousand refugees to the future State of Israel) or
ganised by the Zionist leaders hip in Palestine. After 1948, this heroic episode became 
»a kind of cult theme in Zionist history, central to the story of the new J ewish re
demption«31. Consequendy, their transitory life as DPs in Germany - the majority of 
Jewish DPs did not emigrate through dandestine operations - became a mere footnote 
in the his tory of Jewish self-determination, with very litde autonomous space left be
tween Holocaust and the creation of the State of Israel. If Jewish survivors were 
daimed as »nationals« by the Zionist leadership in international discussions on the fu
ture of Palestine, they remained internally perceived as external (at least partially) to 
the national collective. Upon visiting the DP camps in 1945, David Ben Gurion char
acterised Jewish DPs as a »mob and human dust, without language and education, 
without roots and without being absorbed in the nation's vision and traditions«32. Not 
surprisingly therefore, Jewish ghetto fighters and Partisans became the iconic figures 
of Israeli remembrance, thereby evicting the »passive« and often traumatised D Ps from 
the canons of early official Israeli memory of the Holocaust. This removal from main
stream historical discourse was also internalised by Jewish DPs who sought integra
tion in the state of Israel. Post-Zionist historians have singled out a process of »disre
membering« as a strategy used by survivors to merge into the new Israeli nation33. As 
I shall discuss later in this artide, it is only in the last fifteen years that the Jewish DP 
experience has been re-Iegitimised, in Israel and elsewhere, as a singular historical mo
ment worthy of autonomous remembrance. 

The case of DPs in France and the UK provides a different typology of disappear
ance. The relatively low number of DPs resettled in Western Europe (150,000 at most, 
and many of them re-emigrated overseas after a short period) partially accounts for 
their lack of post-war visibility. Immigration figures, however, do not properly con
vey the intensity of the search for industrial workers conducted by French, British, 
(and to a lesser extent, Belgian) recruiting missions in displaced persons camps. As 
earlyas the summer 1945, policy-makers in these countries viewed the DPs as one of 
richest manpower reservoirs in post-war Europe. In the camps, recruiting teams in 
charge of filling severe labour shortages at horne fiercely competed to »skim off the 
cream of the DPs«: young, able-bodied, mostly male and preferably unattached in
dustrial and agricultural workers. Results proved disappointing: the prospect of hard 
manuallabour combined with poor housing conditions lured many DPs away from 
Western European immigration schemes. Nonetheless, dose to 80,000 so-called 
European Volunteers Workers (EVW) were brought to the UK, where, like the 30,000 

workers imported to France, their DP identity lost much of its relevance. »Whilst the 

3] Idit ZERTAL, From Catastrophe to Power: Holocaust Survivors and the Emergence of the State of Is
rael, Berkeley ] 998. 

32 Quoted by Gulie Ne'eman ARAD, Israel and the Shoah: A Tale of Multifarious Taboos, in: New Ger
man Critique 90 (2003) p. 5. 

33 This approach has been challenged by Dalia Ofer who claims that early Holocaust remembrance re
vealed a range of complex feelings and tensions over how memorialisation should occur. See Dalia OFER, 
The Strength of Remembrance: Commemorating the Holocaust During the First Decade of the State 
of Israel, Jewish Socia! Studies 6-2 (2000) pp. 24-55. 
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European Volunteer Workers [i.e. DPs] had a dear conception of themselves as 
refugees«, argued one study of DPs in Britain, »the terms of recruitment drawn up by 
the Labour government defined them primarily as labour migrants«34. The urgency of 
industrial recovery transformed the DPs into regular migrant workers who in France 
and England were to rub shoulders with other Italian, Irish, and soon Aigerian and 
Caribbean immigrants35. The forgotten contribution of refugee labour to Western 
European reconstruction was triggered by the deliberate blurring of political and eco
nomic migration in the late 1940s. 

A survey of the fate of DP memory in Western Europe since the 1950s should also 
return to the main geographical site of post-war displacement. Did DPs play any role 
at all in West German collective memories? The question is not entirely rhetorical, 
since when the IRO took its final census in 1952, it found 177,000 still on the rolls, 
many of them employed in the German economy. In particular, 12,000 Jewish DPs 
stayed in the FRG after the closing of Jewish DP camps and formed the bulk of the 
new German Jewish community36. Numerically, however, DPs weighed litde com
pared to the millions of ethnic German expellees who strained the resources of the 
newly-created Federal Republic. Although for a long time segregated and often re
sented as aliens by the native population, expellees provided solid background for the 
»rhetoric of victimisation« that permeated the German discourse of »self-rehabilita
tion« in the 1950s. As Robert G. Moeller has convincingly shown, expellees served as 
embodiments of victimisation in early West German attempts to come to terms with 
the past. Their stories of suffering, Moeller argued, fuelled a strong narrative of excul
pation which helped to evade questions about the Nazi past37. Expellees were also ac
tive producers of memory: Pertti Ahonen has described the powerful influence exerted 
by their associations on German domestic and foreign policy unti1199038• In this con
text, DPs remained external to German memory: they were after all non-German 
nationals who between 1945 to the early 1950s had lived in a hermetic refugee universe, 
even if recent research has shown that many areas of contact between DPs and the Ger
man population (indudingJewish DPs) actually existed39. PolIs taken in the American 
zone of occupation show that from the onset, DPs were perceived as an alien popula
tion in Germany, often resented for their alleged delinquency, black marketeering or 
better food rations. It is therefore not entirely surprising that the millions of displaced 
persons who transited through the DP camps did not leave a strong mark on German 
remembrance.1t is only after reunification, as I will discuss later in this artide, that DPs 
could be integrated into the continuum of post-war German history. 

34 Robert MILES, Diane KAy, Refugees or Migrant Workers? European Volunteer Workers in Britain 
1946-1951, London 1992, p. 7. 

35 Diana KAy, Westward Ho! The Recruitment of Displaced Persons for British Industry, in: STEINERT, 
WEBER-NEWTH, European immigrants in Britain (see note 17), pp. 151-170. 

36 Ruth GAY, Safe Among The Germans. Liberated Jews After World War Two, New Haven 2002. 
37 Robert G. MOELLER, War Stories: Tbe Search for a Usable Past in the Federal Republic of Germany, 

Berkeley 2001. 
38 Pertti AHONEN, After the Expulsion: West Germany and Eastern Europe, 1945-90, Oxford 2003. 
39 Atina GROSSMANN, Trauma, Memory and Motherhood: Germans andJewish Displaced Persons in Post

War Gerrnany, 1945-1949 in: Archiv für Sozialgeschichte 38 (1998) pp. 215-239. 
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II. THE REEMERGENCE OF THE DP PAST 
1980s TO THE PRESENT 

As shown above, the erasure ofDP memory was the product of different factors of oc
cultation. Yet a cursory Internet search provides ample evidence that the disappear
ance of DP memory can now be contextualised as a matter of the past. An abundance 
of websites dedicated to the DP experience or to specific DP camps (in Germany, Aus
tria and Italy) indicate that the story of post-war displacement has been rescued from 
historical forgetting. DPs are manifestly back in force in commemorative practices as 
they have been in scholarly publications since the 1980s with books on US policy to
ward Jewish refugees or inquiries into the forced repatriation to the Soviet bloc ofhun
dreds of thousands unfortunate »pawns of Yalta«40. 

More gene rally, the end of the Cold War seems an obvious chronological turning 
point in the trajectory of DP memory. Hitherto estranged from the national body, na
tionals-in-exile could now be reintegrated into the Polish, Ukrainian or Baltic national 
past. However, this inclusive shift should not be overstated. After a trickle of returns 
following the breakdown of the Soviet bloc, very few DPs in fact sought to return 
horne, except for a handful of political or business leaders. As a historian and member 
of the Canadian-Ukrainian community acknowledged, »we are all here, and probably 
always were, to stay«41. Moreover, post-Communist societies have so far not paid par
ticular historical attention to their post-war diasporas. Not surprisingly, historical re
search on Eastern European DPs continues to be mostly carried out by first and sec
ond-generation emign! historians in the United States, Canada and Australia. 

Yet 1989 was a significant turning point in another area: the dramatic rise of resti
tution and compensation demands, bringing spoliation, slave labour and forced dis
placement to the forefront of public memory. What historian Dan Diner noticed in the 
case of post-1989 Holocaust restitution claims in Europe (»an anthropological con
junction between property and memory«) could also be applied to the vast number of 
DPs who had worked as slave labourers in wartime Germany and were now seeking 
delayed compensation. Like the demands for restitution of property in the case of dis
possessed survivors, these DP claims were prompted by similar types of »recovered 
memories«42. The tidal wave of restitution demands, in which former DPs played a 
prominent role in the 1990s, succeeded in bringing about delayed recognition of DPs 
as victims of Nazi rule. After various organisations of former forced labourers in the 
United States and Europe instituted law suits against German firms, the Schröder gov
ernment declared its commitment to compensation, thereby reversing four decades of 
exclusion from German indemnification policies43. Helped in this task by their nu-

40 Leonard DINNERSTEIN, America and the Survivors of the Holocaust, New York 1982; Mark R. ELLIOTT, 
Pawns of Yalta. Soviet Refugees and America's Role in their Repatriation, Urbana 1982. 

41 LUCIUK, Searching for Place (see note 26), p. 281. 
42 Dan DINER, Restitution and Memory. The Holocaust in European Political Cultures, in: New German 

Critique 90 (2003) pp. 36-44. 
43 Ulrich HERBERT, Nicht entschädigungsfähig. Die Wiedergutmachungsanspcüche der Ausländer, in: 10., 

Arbeit, Volkstum, Weltanschauung. Uber Fremde und Deutsche im 20. Jahrhundert, Frankfurt a. M. 
1995,pp.157-192. 
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merous lawyers, DPs were finally entering the politics of recognition that has charac
terised the remembrance of World War II in Europe since 1945. 

This upsurge of DP visibility in the 1990s was concomitant to an important para
digm change in German historiography. Beginning in the mid 1980s (not incidentally 
around the time of the famous Historikerstreit), the externality of DPs in German his
tory was being challenged by historians of Nazi persecution and migration researchers 
who pointed to continuities between pre-war and post-war patterns of displacement 
and statelessness. The tide of Wolfgang Jacobmeyer's pioneering book (1985) is re
vealing of this new continuum: »From Forced Laborers to Stateless Foreigners«44. 
Similarly, Ulrich Herbert emphasised continuities between wartime Zwangsarbeiter 
and post-war Vertriebene and Gastarbeiter; and so did other historians who now 
included DPs into the peculiarities of German migration history45. This agenda was 
further embraced by a new generation of historians who, by focusing on DPs, chal
lenged the reductive meaning of »refugees« in German historical consciousness. The 
refugees of 1945, they asserted in keeping with the multicultural overtones of the 1990s, 
were not only ethnic German expellees but also Slavic and J ewish displaced persons 
who transited, lived, worked and at times settled in Germany. Since reunification, a 
spate of local and regional studies has fuelled this DP historiographical trend and recast 
the DPs at the core of the post-war German experience46. 

The rediscovery of Jewish DPs was an important part of this German historio
graphical shift. Extending the agenda of Vergangenheitsbewältigung into the 1940s, re
cent scholarly research on J ewish D Ps has undermined the idea that 1945 brought an 
end to Jewish victimhood. As two co-authors wrote, »Most histories of Nazi perse
cution end in May 1945. The aim of this study is to show that the suffering of the Jew
ish survivors did not end when the war was over«47. This highly symbolic reintegra
tion of Jews into the historical narrative of post-war Germany (a similar trend is also 
noticeable in Austria, the other Central European DP land after 194548) stressed the 
persistence of antisemitic bias and xenophobic stereotypes. This scholarly resurgence 
was also the occasion for commemorative re-enactments such as student hikes along 
the paths of Jewish refugees' escape routes in the Tyrol or the organisation of confer
ences bringing together former D Ps and contemporary scholars49• Often sponsored by 
Länder, public institutions or municipal archives, the reintegration of Jewish DPs in 

44 WolfgangJAcoBMEYER, Vom Zwangsarbeiter zum Heimatlosen Ausländer, Göttingen 1985. 
45 Ulrich HERBERT, Zwangsarbeiter - Vertriebene - Gastarbeiter: Kontinuitätsaspekte des Wanderungs

geschehens in Deutschland, in: Rainer SCHULZE et al. (eds), Flüchtlinge und Vertriebene in der west
deutschen Nachkriegsgeschichte, Hildesheim 1987, pp. 171-175;Johannes-Dieter STEINERT, Migration 
und Politik. Westdeutschland - Europe - Übersee, OsnabTÜck 1995. 

46 To name a few local studies among many: Andreas LEMBEcK, Befreit aber nicht in Freiheit. Displaced 
Persons im Emsland 1945-1950, Bremen 1997; Patrick WAGNER, Displaced Persons in Hamburg. Sta
tionen einer halbherzigen Integration, 1945 bis 1948, Hamburg 1997. 

47 Angelika KÖNIGSEDER,Juliane WETZEL, Waiting for Hope: Jewish Displaced Persons in Post-War Ger
many, Evanston 2001, p. 7. 

48 Christine OERTEL, Juden auf der Flucht durch Österreich: jüdische Displaced Persons in der US-Be
satzungzone Österreichs, Vienna 1999. 

49 Such as the ,.Internationale Konferenz zur Lage und Lebenswelt der Jüdischen Displaced Persons 
1945-49« organised in Munich in July 1995. 
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German memory is to be seen as part of a pattern of remembrance, commemoration 
and symbolic apologies spurred by reunification. Yet beyond Germany, the study of 
Jewish DPs has also followed the triangular map of Holocaust research in which the 
United States and Israel stand as distinctive producers of memory. An important con
ference-exhibition held in the year 2000 in Washington, DC, indicated that »Life Re
born« had become a widespread research and commemoration theme in the US5D. Fi
nally, recent Israeli scholarship also contributed to the rise of a specific DP memory 
independent from Holocaust and Zionist his tory. In the 1990s, N ew Historians have 
challenged the narrative of »rescue« by provocatively arguing that DPs have in fact 
been discriminated against by the State of Israel as part of its ideological negation of 
the diaspora51 . 

The trajectory of remembrance outlined in this article suggests that although 
trans national by nature, the experience of displaced persons did not result, once res
urrected from its relative oblivion, in transnational memory. A category reified by 
post-war administrative language, the DPs never framed their experience other than 
in national terms. Although alllived in the same standardised refugee world, D Ps never 
ceased to be Polish, Ukrainian, Baltic andJewish mi grants - the latter being formally 
recognised by the world as a territorial nation precisely when they experienced up
rootedness and displacement52. The historical contours ofDP memory serve therefore 
as a powerful antidote against idealistic attempts to construct the aftermath of World 
War Two as a drastic departure from the national paradigm: while challenging it, post
war displacement also came to »the rescue of the nation-state«53. The multifaceted 
reappropriation of the DP past also indicates that even in the case of transnational 
migrants, commemoration rarely transgresses, if at all, the boundaries of national re
membrance. 

50 US Holocaust Memorial, ,. Life Rebom: J ewish Displaced Persons 1945-1951 ", Washington, DC, 
January 2000. 

51 The tide (translated from Hebrew) of a controversial post-Zionist book published in 1998 is a good ex
ample of this approach: Yosef GRODZINKSI, Good Human Material: Jews vs. Zionists, 1945-1951, Tel 
Aviv 1998. 

52 Dan DINER, Elemente des Subjektwerdung: Jüdische DPs in historischem Kontext, in: Jahrbuch zur 
Geschichte und Wirkung des Holocaust (1997) pp. 229-248. 

53 I borrow this expression from Alan MILWARD, The European Rescue of the Nation-State, Berkeley 
1992. 


